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Introduction
Natural Language Processing(NLP)
is a subfield of linguistics, computer science, and artificial intelligence 
concerned with the interactions between computers and human language, in 
particular how to program computers to process and analyze large amounts 
of natural language data. (Chowdhary, 2020)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linguistics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_science
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artificial_intelligence
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_language


Introduction
Chinese numerical proverb

"Chinese proverb" literally translates as "become a saying" or, more idiomatically, 
"set phrase"(Nall, 2009) . 
The number conception has always been used in both language and communication 
to embody the essential characteristics of Chinese culture. The recognition of 
numbers in proverbs and the profound connotations reflect Chinese ancestors' 
thoughts on many important issues (primarily philosophical and sociological ones) 
(James Trapp, 2011).



Research Objectives

To explore formations and structures of  Chinese numerical 
proverbs 
To analyze numerical conceptions conveyed by Chinese 
numerical proverbs
To examine non-native learners in comprehending literal, 
semantic, and cultural meanings in Chinese numerical 
proverbs through enhancement Task.



Literature Review- Nature Language Processing

the NLP translation of Chinese numerical proverbs lacked cultural 
contexts since the translator ignored the cultural meaning of numerical 
conception.

E.g. "低三下四" (humble) - drop 3 or 4 pegs



Meta-Learning Strategy

Meta learning refers to the processes and skills that we use to learn.
While it’s mostly used when discussing how to optimize and improve artificial intelligence (AI) 
systems, the term can also be applied to humans. Simply put: they’re the techniques we use to learn 
more efficiently and effectively(Gu et al., 2018).

Student-centered learning

Student-centered learning, also known as learner-centered education, broadly encompasses 
methods of teaching that shift the focus of instruction from the teacher to the student. In original 
usage, student-centered learning aims to develop learner autonomy and independence by putting 
responsibility for the learning path in the hands of students by imparting to them skills, and the 
basis on how to learn a specific subject and schemata required to measure up to the specific 
performance requirement(Hoidn, 2016).

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0893608021003956
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0893608021003956
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teaching
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teacher
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Student


Literature Review- Chinese numerical proverbs

 

Positive: 独⼀⽆⼆ (the one and only)
Negative: 低三下四 (servile)
Neutral: 万⽆⼀失 (no risk at all)
Positive/Negative: 千奇百怪（a great variety of fantasies）
Positive/Neutral：⼀笑千⾦（an enchanting smile）
Neutral/Negative：五花⼋⻔（all kinds of）

Characteristic examples:

 

Order examples:
Sequantial: ⼀呼百应 (a hundred 
responses to a call)
Reverse: 千钧⼀发 (in a most dangerous 
condition)

 



Location examples

1, 2: 亿万斯年（billions of years）
1，2，3：三六九等（various grades and ranks）
1，2，4：九九归⼀（when all is said and done）
1，3：五⼤三粗（big and tall）
1，3，4：七⽼⼋⼗（very old people）
1，4：⼀般⽆⼆（exactly alike）
2，3：乌七⼋糟（in a horrible mess）
2，4：不三不四（neither one thing nor the other）
3，4：略知⼀⼆（know a little）

the numbers in Chinese numerical proverbs have nine locations:



Methodology

Natural Language Processing Method

First, computers were used to translate human languages like 
Chinese to English. Information is sent via the combined symbols 
of data. Converting human language to computer language made 
communicating with machines easier(Indurkhya & Damerau, 
2010).

In this study, NLP can facilitate non-native Chinese learners to 
learn Chinese numerical proverbs through online data resources. 



Natural Language Processing Application

NLP integrates computational linguistics (modelling of human 
language based on rules) with statistics, machine learning, and 
deep learning models(Nadkarni et al., 2011). Together, these 
technologies allow machine to interpret human language in the 
form of text or speech(Manning & Schutze, 1999). NLP can help 
non-native Chinese learners understand Chinese numerical 
proverbs in various aspects. Through this information, non-native 
learners can understand the formations, structures and semantic 
meanings. 



Student-oriented learning

Student-oriented learning aims to build learner 
autonomy and independence by giving students the 
skills, foundation, and schemata needed to achieve 
performance objectives(Hoidn, 2016). 
Students will learn how to use Hanyu Daquan（《汉语 
⼤全》）(A complete collection of Chinese) search 
engines to self-study Chinese numerical proverbs online 
and enhance their skills.



Enhancement Task

Enhancement task is adopted to examine the 
comprehending ability of non-native Chinese
learners in perceiving literal, semantic and cultural 
meanings of Chinese numerical proverbs through 
NLP searching functions and students-centered 
learning skill. 

Time Limits: 30 minuts

Target Respondents : Malay and Indian learners

Number of Questions : 12 questions

Examination Contents: 
literal, semantic and cultural  meanings of Number 
conceptions in Chinese numerical proverbs 



Research Fingdings and Disccusion

Translation methods- understand number conceptions(literal and semantic meanings)
Students-centered learning- find comprehensive information(formations, structures, two 
layers meanings of Chinese numerical proverbs)
Meta-learning strategies- Mastering the Abilities how to reflect literal, Semantic and Cultural 
meanings of Chinese Numerical Proverbs.



This study revealed that non-native Chinese learners were able to comprehend 
literal and semantic meanings of Chinese numerical proverbs through this 
learning methods. To enhance comprehending ability of non-native Chinese 
learners, enquiring knowledge of Chinese numerical proverbs, more enhancement 
tasks should be designed and developed，In order to guide them more familiar 
to the searching functions of NLP, meta-learning skills used in reflecting the 
literal, semantic and cultural meanings of Chinese numerical proverbs through 
reading online original texts.

Conclusion
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Thanks for your listening!


